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Abstract 
A 15- by 15-cm supersonic wind tunnel application of a one-dimensional laser beam scanning 
approach to shock sensing is presented. The measurement system design allowed easy switching between 
a focused beam and a laser sheet mode for comparison purposes. The scanning results were compared to 
images from the tunnel Schlieren imaging system. The tests revealed detectable changes in the laser beam 
in the presence of shocks. The results lend support to the use of the one-dimensional scanning beam 
approach for detecting and locating shocks in a flow, but some issues must be addressed in regards to 
noise and other limitations of the system. 
Introduction 
Airborne vehicles moving through the atmosphere with a speed above that of sound may generate 
shock waves. The shock waves may be either detached from the flying vehicle like, for instance, bow 
shocks or attached to the vehicle’s internal or external surfaces like normal or oblique shocks. Formation 
and propagation of aerodynamic shocks are important considerations in the design of in-flight control 
systems and in the performance evaluation of individual components in ground test facilities (Refs. 1 to 
3). Moreover, monitoring of aerodynamic shocks and their interactions enhances the safety and 
performance of supersonic and hypersonic flights (Refs. 4 and 5). 
The need to develop shock position sensors capable of meeting flight qualifying requirements was 
especially emphasized during the High Speed Commercial Transport (HSCT) development (Refs. 6 and 
7). In the process, various approaches were analyzed and sensor prototypes were developed and tested 
(Refs. 8 and 9). Early efforts were concentrated around using pressure taps along the inlet walls. The 
positions of the shocks were determined by tracking the pressure reading and locating the pressure jump 
associated with the shock. This basic technique evolved in several wall pressure-based configurations of 
normal shock position sensing systems. Despite an apparent initial success, these wall pressure-based 
measuring techniques had serious drawbacks. The most important drawbacks were slow response due to 
pneumatic manifolds used and the effect of the boundary layer on the stability of pressure readings. These 
problems seriously restricted applicability of these techniques to normal shock detection and control 
during supersonic flight. Moreover, for a commercial aircraft, economic efficiency has to be achieved in 
order to make supersonic flight economically viable. As a result, the flight control system is required, in 
addition to avoiding a un-start, to provide the most economical operating regime for the engine (achieved 
by minimizing the fuel consumption).  
Optical flow visualization has been widely used in ground-based flow analyzing facilities. 
Instrumentation and measurement schemes used in these cases have typically included well-known flow 
visualization techniques such as shadowgraph, Schlieren, and interferometry (Refs. 10 to 13). Advantages 
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of these techniques include the ability to view large areas which allows examination of shock structure. 
However, these techniques do not lend themselves to in-flight or ground-based shock sensing inside flow 
passages requiring, as they do, optical access, and large optical components. An alternative technique 
involving a scanning laser beam is presented here which has the potential for on-board real-time 
determination of shock location. The technique is based on changes in a laser beam profile as the beam 
interacts with a shock (Refs. 14 to 16). 
The scanning beam technique was previously tested using an optical fiber, with known optical 
properties and fixed location, to simulate the effects of a shock (Ref. 17). In this paper, we have continued 
development of the technique by deploying the beam scanning equipment in a supersonic wind tunnel. A 
one-dimensional laser sheet measurement technique using the same hardware was also tested in the wind 
tunnel.  
Beam Propagation through Shocks 
The theory of the propagation of electromagnetic radiation through media interfaces can be found in 
numerous references (Refs. 18 to 22). Scattering patterns that result have been studied analytically and 
experimentally. Characteristic scattering patterns and the underlying physics have been demonstrated and 
explained (Refs. 23 to 29).  
In the case of high speed aerodynamic flows, shock waves that may occur create abrupt density 
gradients and thus abrupt changes in index of refraction (Refs. 30 and 31). Experiments performed with a 
bluff body inserted in a supersonic flow have demonstrated laser beam scattering from the bow shocks 
formed in the process of the flow interaction with the bluff body (Ref. 14). 
It is clear from the work presented in References 14 and 17 that the light scattering observed in a 
stationary focused laser beam may allow for locating of aerodynamic shocks. Extending this idea beyond 
a point location, the use of a laser sheet to detect changes across a whole range of locations has been 
demonstrated in laser sheet shadowgraph configurations (Ref. 32). This paper further investigates the 
stationary focused laser beam and laser sheet methods with the addition of the scanning focused beam 
method in a supersonic flow with shocks. 
Scanning Beam Technique 
Principle of Operation 
The shock detection technique reported here is based on scattering of a laser beam passing through 
aerodynamic shocks. As was mentioned above, experimental results as well as computational analyses 
have described the changes in the beam profile that result from those interactions (Refs. 14 and 26). In 
past work, the changes manifested as beam spreading, formation of tails and secondary fringes 
perpendicular to the shock. In a supersonic flow such changes in the beam profile may be used to obtain a 
greater understanding of the shock such as its strength and thickness. In this work, we attempted to locate 
the shock based on scattering of a laser beam. Using the changes in the laser beam profile, shock 
detection techniques using a small diameter laser beam have been devised. In the beam scanning 
technique presented in this paper, referred to hereafter as the Beam Scanning Mode, a laser beam is 
reflected from a mirror mounted on an electromagnetic rotary actuator with a 20° excursion range. In 
addition to the Beam Scanning Mode, a Laser Sheet Mode is also created by simply stopping the mirror 
and reflecting the laser beam through an optical fiber which acts like a cylindrical lens and spreads the 
beam into a sheet. In both modes, the beam image is recorded on a CCD line camera detector and changes 
in the beam image are analyzed to determine the shock locations. The Laser Sheet Mode utilizes 
essentially the same hardware as the Beam Scanning Mode, thus the two modes can be transitioned, or 
reconfigured back and forth quickly. This system is henceforth called the Reconfigurable Beam and 
Sheet system, or RBS system for short. With the capability to switch between both modes, the 
experimenter can utilize whichever mode is most advantageous.  
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Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup of the Beam Scanning Mode used for this work is shown in Figure 1. A 
Helium-Neon laser beam is reflected from a rotating mirror, sent through a telescope and imaged onto a 
CCD line camera. The flowpath of interest lies between the two lens elements of the telescope as shown 
in Figure 1. Neutral density filters are inserted, as needed, into the beam path to eliminate sensor 
saturation. All major components are mounted on a rail that permits change of the relative distance 
between them. The laser emits a 0.48 mm diameter beam at 0.6328 μm wavelength. This diameter beam 
was chosen because it was readily available in the lab. The data indicates the beam image subtends 
approximately 65 pixels in diameter which is equal to approximately 0.57 cm based on the 4.5 cm scan 
range and the 512 camera array size. This provided for a beam narrow enough for effective scanning.  
During alignment, adjustments are made to the optical equipment locations and scanning parameters 
so that the entire beam and scan range are captured with the CCD line camera. The Beam Scanning Mode 
seen in Figure 2(a) shows the angle θ that the laser beam makes from the center position, θ = 0°. The 
angle θ is determined by a voltage input to the mirror controller. The waveform of the voltage input 
determines the scan pattern, such as a sine wave, sawtooth wave, or triangle wave. During testing the 
triangle wave is used so that the scan pattern positions the laser at each location for an equal amount of 
time for consistent pixel intensity illumination. The optical fiber seen as a dot near the mirror in Figure 
2(a) is not utilized as it is outside the scanning range in Beam Scanning Mode.  
In the experimental setup for the Laser Sheet Mode, the mirror is set to the angle φ where the laser is 
directed through an optical fiber as seen in Figure 2(b). The optical fiber scatters the beam into a sheet. 
The distance between the optical fiber and the collimating lens is approximately the focal length of the 
collimating lens, which collimates the laser sheet through the flowpath. The angle φ is greater than θ so 
that the Laser Sheet Mode doesn’t interfere with the Beam Scanning Mode. Before testing, slight 
adjustments in the location of the optical fiber were done with a remote actuator to improve the 
uniformity of the imaged laser sheet. 
 
 
Figure 1.—Experimental setup for the scanning approach. 
Distances are not to scale. 
 
(a)   (b)  
Figure 2.—RBS system split up into: (a) Schematic of the Beam Scanning Mode with rotating 
mirror scanning a focused laser beam across a path from angles –θ to +θ in the horizontal 
plane. (b) Schematic of the Laser Sheet Mode where a light sheet is created using a 
stationary mirror at angle ϕ to reflect the beam through an optical fiber. 
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A photograph of the RBS setup is shown in Figure 3 with dimensions given in Figure 4. The 
collimating and imaging lenses have a focal length of 15 and 35.5 cm, respectively. Both lenses have a 
diameter of approximately 7 cm. The camera is positioned at a distance inside the focal length of the 
imaging lens so the complete scan range is imaged across the CCD array. This setup was used in all 
experiments discussed in this paper. 
The RBS system uses a computer to generate a voltage which controls the rotating mirror to direct the 
laser beam at a desired location in the flow. A calibration of the mirror system was done before each test 
run. This involved using a triangle wave to scan the beam across the camera pixel array and processing 
the image to correlate laser center position to mirror voltage. A typical calibration of the setup in the wind 
tunnel is shown in the Position versus Voltage plot in Figure 5 utilizing a triangle wave. In this figure the 
curvature of the plot is due to the effect of the lens used to collimate the laser beam. A fifth order 
polynomial equation is fit to the data to correct for this curvature. The position of the laser is then known 
for any mirror voltage. In order to keep the beam scanning range within the linear portion of the position 
versus voltage function, the voltage range was kept within ±1 V. The resulting scan range was 4.5 cm in 
width. 
 
  
Figure 3.—RBS setup as seen from the side viewpoint to scale. 
 
 
Figure 4.—RBS setup as seen from the top viewpoint to scale. 
 
 
Figure 5.—Calibration of the rotating mirror voltage to laser beam position. 
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The scanning system was tested in the NASA Glenn Research Center 15- by 15-cm supersonic wind 
tunnel, seen in Figure 6. During the testing, the flow was measured at Mach 2, with a total pressure of 
approximately 19.33 psia. The wind flow total temperature was 536.16 °R. The dew point was 
approximately –19 °C. The Reynolds number was varied between 4×106/ft to 8×106/ft.  
The RBS system scan range is seen through the wind tunnel window in Figure 7. The scan range, 
approximately 4.5 cm, can be seen as a red line on the front window. Reflections can also be seen in the 
rear window. 
Control of the shock position was done using a movable ramp inside the wind tunnel, hereafter called 
the Oblique Shock Generator, diagrammed in Figure 8. The ramp was located in the upper section of the 
wind tunnel, above the window seen in Figure 7. The ramp was a flat piece of metal that extended across 
the tunnel from wall to wall. The ramp was tilted at specified angles, δ, to move the oblique shocks, 
denoted with dashed lines. As expected, the incident and reflected shocks were the strongest shocks 
observed. These shocks were the focus of the measurements with the RBS system and the Schlieren 
system.  
The Oblique Shock Generator ramp angles were varied between 0° and 10°. The standard deviation of 
the angle setting was 0.03°. Typical shock structures for the various angles are shown in Figure 9. The 
ramp angle was set to 0° for the Prestart Condition. After the Prestart Condition was achieved, the ramp 
was then slowly rotated to 9°, which brought the incident and reflected shocks into the viewable area and 
within the RBS scan range. Ramp angles from 9° to 9.8° were called the Test Inspection Condition 
because several measurements were taken in this angle range to investigate the response of the RBS 
system. As the ramp angle was increased to 10° and greater, the shocks became less stable and more 
likely to go into the Unstart Condition. At the Unstart Condition the flow below the ramp is sub-sonic, the 
oblique shocks in the scan range disappear and a normal shock sits upstream. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.—The 15- by 15-cm supersonic wind tunnel with Schlieren mirrors in 
the fore and background. 
 
 
Figure 7.—RBS system’s scan range as 
seen through the wind tunnel window. 
Flow 
Direction 
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Figure 8.—Diagram of the Oblique Shock Generator 
that controls the oblique shocks in the wind tunnel. 
  
  
 
 
Figure 9.—Expected shock structure for various ramp angles inside the 15- by 15-cm wind tunnel. The blue 
rectangle is the viewable area through the wind tunnel window. The RBS system’s scan range is shown by the 
red line. The Schlieren viewing area is denoted by a grey ellipse. Shocks of interest are colored dashed lines. 
As the ramp angle is increased the shocks move upstream relative to the scan range. (a) 0° ramp angle, 
Prestart Condition. (b) 9° to 9.8° ramp angle, Test Inspection Condition, and (c) 10° and greater ramp angle, 
Unstart Condition. 
 
 
 
For a comparison with the RBS system results, the shock structure was also imaged with the tunnel 
Schlieren system to visualize shock stability and position. The Schlieren system elements in this wind 
tunnel include an arc lamp with its light directed through a pin hole, two 8-in. diameter spherical mirrors, 
two 10-in. diameter turning mirrors, and a knife edge. The Schlieren viewing area is approximately 
55 percent of the wind tunnel window as outlined by the grey ellipse seen in Figure 9. Schlieren images 
were captured and recorded at 30 frames per second. The shock structure was somewhat unstable; but it 
generally oscillated about a location that was repeatable given the same test conditions such as 
temperature, flow velocity, and ramp angle. From the Schlieren images, we estimate that the reflected 
shock thickness was less than 1 cm and exhibited a center oscillation range of less than 0.5 cm for any set 
ramp angle. The repeatability of the ramp angle (estimated at 0.03°) translated into a negligible shock 
movement. We could not take both Schlieren and RBS data at the same time because the RBS system 
obstructed the optical path of the Schlieren system, so the tunnel flow was turned off and the Schlieren 
system was replaced with the RBS system scanning line overlapping the shock position observed in the 
Schlieren images. The wind tunnel was brought up to the same flow conditions and ramp angle to create 
approximately the same shock position. Thus, a comparison between the Schlieren system and the RBS 
system could be done. 
Ramp 
Pivot 
δ = Ramp 
Angle 
Incoming Boundary 
Layer 
Boundary Layer 
Separation 
Incident 
Shock 
Reflected 
Shock 
Flow 
Direction 
Oblique Shock Generator Diagram 
(a) (b) (c) 
Test Inspection Condition Unstart Condition 
δ = 0° δ ≈ 9° to 9.8° δ ≥ 10° 
Prestart Condition 
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Image Processing  
Software was developed to detect and locate shocks using the images from the RBS system. Software 
was developed for the two data acquisition modes used in this work: the Beam Scanning Mode and the 
Laser Sheet Mode. A third technique based on two-dimensional imaging of the beam profile of a scanning 
laser was studied in previous work (Ref. 14), but the data acquisition rate for this technique was deemed 
too slow to adequately image the rapidly changing shock structure in the wind tunnel. 
Beam Scanning Mode 
In the Beam Scanning Mode, the RBS system uses a 65k frames per second line camera (Ref. 35) to 
image the laser beam as the beam is scanned, as seen in Figure 2(a). Although the beam scattering effects 
are two-dimensional, only a one-dimensional line camera is used in this work because of its much higher 
frame rate. 
A more detailed description of the Beam Scanning Mode follows. One single row of image data is 
collected and time tagged by the line camera at a time. The beam appears as a bright spot in each camera 
image. Each row of data is temporarily stored in an array. The process of saving data and scanning the 
laser repeats until a designated number of lines are acquired. The result is an image array in which each 
row of data contains the line camera pixel intensities at a time denoted by its position in the image 
column. The time between lines is determined by the camera scan rate. Because the images are saved as 
the laser beam is scanned, a diagonal line is present in the resulting image representing the locus of the 
laser spot position at each time increment. Figure 10 shows three images from the Beam Scanning Mode 
taken before the wind tunnel was brought up to speed in order to verify the system was properly setup. 
The image width is equal to the scan width (4.5 cm) and time increases from top to bottom. The scan 
frequency was 63 Hz, which equates to 16 ms duration from top to bottom. Figure 10(a) is a reference 
image, which is a typical beam scan without any beam scattering within the scan range. Figure 10(b) is a 
beam scan with a 2.4 mm diameter opaque capillary tube placed within the scan range. The opaque tube 
caused a shadow or decrease in the laser spot brightness to appear in the image. Figure 10(c) is a beam 
scan with a small air jet within the scan range. The air jet came out of the capillary tube with an inner 
diameter of approximately 1.4 mm. The jet resulted in a fluctuation of the density in the path of the laser 
scan, thus the imaged laser intensity fluctuated at this location. Placing an opaque tube within the scan 
range at a known position is a useful calibration technique for determining the limits and consistency of 
the scan. Likewise, placing the air jet within the beam scan caused the light to scatter from its normal path 
providing for a simple demonstration of the sensitivity of the setup. 
Additional imaging analysis is done by comparing the reference image to images with the effects of 
the flow (for example comparing Figure 10(a) to Figure 10(b) and (c)). The images are subtracted from 
each other to mitigate the systematic effects of defects seen in the lenses, windows, and mirrors. The 
standard deviation of the images was also computed to analyze variations in the flow. These additional 
imaging analysis techniques are discussed later in this paper.  
 
 
      
 
Figure 10.—Demonstration of the Beam Scanning Mode (a) reference, (b) with an opaque tube, and 
(c) with an air jet placed within the scanning range.  
Opaque 
Tube 
Position X Axis 
Beam Scanning Mode 
Scan Width 
Time 
Axis 
(a) (b) 
Air Jet 
(c) 
4.5 cm 
16 ms 
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Laser Sheet Mode 
The RBS system also uses the same 65k frames per second line camera in the Laser Sheet Mode to 
take one-dimensional images of the profile of a laser sheet, propagated across a given range, as seen in 
Figure 2(b). This mode improves upon the Beam Scanning Mode by not requiring the use of a scanning 
beam. As a result, the Laser Sheet Mode was up to 50 times faster than the Beam Scanning Mode for 
gathering data across the entire inspection area with the equipment used in this report.  
A more detailed description of the Laser Sheet Mode follows. Similar to the Beam Scanning Mode, 
one single row of data is collected by the line camera at a time. A row of data is temporarily stored in an 
array. As time passes, this process repeats to generate an image containing the designated number of 
lines. Unlike the Beam Scanning Mode, the camera captures the image of the cross-section of a stationary 
laser sheet spanning the entire line camera width. Figure 11 shows three images from the Laser Sheet 
Mode taken before the wind tunnel was brought up to speed in order to verify the system was properly 
setup. The image width is equal to the sheet width (4.5 cm) and the time increases from top to bottom. 
The camera was capturing at about 65k frames per second. There are 508 rows in the images below. This 
equates to 8 ms duration from top to bottom for each image. Figure 11(a) is a reference image, which is a 
typical scan without any beam scattering within the sheet width. Figure 11(b) is a scan with a 2.4 mm 
diameter opaque capillary tube, just as in Figure 10(b), placed within the sheet width. Figure 11(c) is a 
laser sheet scan with a small air jet within the sheet width. Just as in Figure 10(c), the air jet came out of 
the capillary tube with an inner diameter of approximately 1.4 mm. The air jet created a fluctuation of the 
density in the path of the laser sheet, thus the laser intensity fluctuates. Placing an opaque tube within the 
sheet width at a known position is a useful calibration technique for determining the limits and 
consistency of the scan range. Likewise, placing the air jet within the sheet width caused the light to 
scatter from its normal path providing for a simple demonstration of the sensitivity of the setup. 
Other vertical lines present in Figure 11 are caused by the optical fiber used to form the laser sheet, as 
well as by scattering and reflections from the wind tunnel windows and lenses. Such noise was low 
enough to ignore and/or mitigate by corrective measures such as additional image processing and 
analysis.  
Data 
To test the Reconfigurable Beam and Sheet (RBS) system in the NASA Glenn 15- by 15-cm 
supersonic wind tunnel, the wind tunnel was operated using three measurement techniques including: 
 
A. Schlieren imaging—To provide a reference with which to compare our results.  
B. RBS in Beam Scanning Mode.  
C. RBS in Laser Sheet Mode.  
 
 
     
 
Figure 11.—Image from the Laser Sheet Mode (a) reference, (b) with an opaque tube, and (c) with an air jet 
placed within the sheet range.  
Opaque 
Tube 
Laser Sheet Mode 
(a) (b) (c) 
Position X Axis 
Sheet Width 
Time 
Axis 
4.5 cm 
8 ms 
Air Jet 
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Measurements were made at three Reynolds numbers. At each Reynolds number setting, 
measurements were made at several ramp angles. Finally, measurements were made during the transition 
to unstart. The wind tunnel Reynolds numbers and ramp angles for these tests are shown in Table I. The 
exact angle at which unstart occurred varied slightly due to the unsteady nature of the shock. Thus, that 
angle is not shown in the table. Unstart typically occurred at a ramp angle greater than 9.80°.  
 
 
TABLE I.—TEST MATRIX OF WIND TUNNEL  
REYNOLDS NUMBERS AND RAMP ANGLES. 
Reynolds Number Ramp Angle δ 
7.5×106/ft 9.50° 
7.5×106/ft 9.65° 
7.5×106/ft 9.80° 
5.04×106/ft 9.00° 
5.04×106/ft 9.24° 
5.04×106/ft 9.48° 
4.11×106/ft 9.00° 
4.11×106/ft 9.24° 
 
 
The shock location is dependent on both the Reynolds number and ramp angle. Increasing the 
Reynolds number and increasing the ramp angle shifted the shock downstream and upstream respectively. 
For the three Reynolds numbers the results and analysis were similar for ramp angle induced shock 
movements. In the interest of brevity all results and discussion hereafter are for testing with a Reynolds 
number of 7.5×106/ft. 
Schlieren Measurements 
Schlieren images with various ramp angles are shown in the first column of Figure 12, Figure 13(a), 
and (b). The flow is brought to the initial Prestart Condition with a 0° ramp angle. The shock structure for 
this condition is shown in the Schlieren image of Figure 13(a) and diagrammed in Figure 9(a). The 
incident shock is clearly visible. Increasing the ramp angle to approximately 9° shifts the reflected shock 
and the boundary layer separation upstream and eventually brings them into view in the Schlieren image, 
as diagrammed in Figure 9(b) as the Test Inspection Condition. Schlieren image of ramp angle 9.50° is 
shown in Figure 12(a) with the reflected shock position represented by the blue colored line. The green 
and red colored lines represent the superimposed reflected shock location for ramp angles 9.65° and 
9.80°, respectively. Schlieren images of ramp angles 9.65° and 9.80° are shown in Figure 12(b) and (c), 
respectively, with corresponding superimposed lines for the ramp angles as well. These same ramp angles 
were used in testing with the Beam Scanning and Laser Sheet Modes seen in the second, third, and fourth 
column of Figure 12. Increasing the ramp angle beyond approximately 9.8° resulted in the Unstart 
Condition seen in Figure 13(b) and diagrammed in Figure 9(c). All of the images have the flow direction 
going from left to right. 
Beam Scanning Tests 
Results from the Beam Scanning tests are shown in the second and third columns of Figure 12 and in 
Figure 13(d). The approximate scan location in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 9. For each flow 
condition, approximately three minutes of data were collected at each scan frequency of 16, 32, 64, 126, 
254, 508, 1016, and 1270 Hz. The different scan frequencies were tested to explore the operating 
envelope of the system. For example, the faster scan frequency corresponds to an increase in the update 
rate of the tracked position of the shock. A drawback of an increased scan frequency is that the shock is 
illuminated for a shorter period of time, making it more difficult to locate. A Beam Scanning Mode single 
scan cycle is shown in the second and third column of the images of Figure 12. One scan cycle is the scan  
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Figure 12.—Static test condition with ramp angles: ((a) blue) 9.50°, ((b) green) 9.65°, and ((c) red) 9.80°. 
Schlieren images are shown in the first column, Beam Scanning Mode for the over and underexposed  
settings in the second and third column respectively, and Laser Sheet Mode in the fourth column. 
 
 
 
 
of the laser from left to right, or right to left across the entire scan range (4.5 cm). The second column of 
Figure 12 is the underexposed scan, while the third column in this figure is the overexposed scan. The 
overexposed scan used an unfiltered laser beam. The underexposure scan used neutral density filters to 
reduce the laser intensity. The frequency of the scan in both columns of images is 126 Hz which equates 
to 8 ms for each scan. The Beam Scanning Mode images have ramp angles 9.50°, 9.65°, and 9.80° for 
Figure 12(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The underexposure scan demonstrates the sensitivity of the Beam 
Scanning Mode. The overexposed scan demonstrates that the effect of the shocks can still be visualized 
while allowing for transition from Beam Scanning Mode to Laser Sheet Mode with the same initial laser 
beam intensity. The underexposed scan utilized a beam intensity too low for Laser Sheet Mode. The Laser 
Sheet Mode requires a stronger initial laser beam because the laser light is spread over a larger area. As a 
comparison to the measurements of a static shock, the measurements of a fast moving shock during the 
jump to unstart are shown in Figure 13(d). Eight scan cycles are shown in each image because more than 
one cycle was necessary to capture the movement of the shock transition to unstart. Figure 13(d) images 
are ordered from left to right corresponding to scan frequencies of 126, 508, 1016, and 1270 Hz 
respectively. All of the images have the flow direction going from left to right.  
 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Schlieren             Beam Scanning Mode           Laser Sheet Mode 
Flow 
Direction 
1st column                  2nd       3rd             4th  
X X X 
Z 
Time 
Axis 
Time 
Axis 
Time 
Axis 
X 
13 cm 
7 cm 
4.5 cm 4.5 cm 4.5 cm 
8 m
s 
8 m
s 
8 m
s 
Reflected 
Reflected 
Reflected 
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Figure 13.—Dynamic test condition results. Schlieren image showing 
(a) prestart, 0° ramp angle, (b) unstart, 10° ramp angle. (c) Laser 
Sheet Mode showing transition to unstart. (d) Scanning Beam Mode 
showing transition to unstart for scanning frequencies 126, 508, 1016, 
and 1270 Hz with shock location shown in green.  
 
 
Laser Sheet Tests 
Results from measurements in the Laser Sheet Mode are shown in the fourth column of Figure 12. 
The approximate scan location in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 9. For each flow condition, 
approximately three minutes of data were collected. Only a portion (8 ms) of data that was collected is 
shown for each image. One row of data in Laser Sheet Mode contrasts to the several rows required to 
capture one transition of the laser scan across the image in Beam Scanning Mode. Both Laser Sheet Mode 
and Beam Scanning Mode tests used the same scan range (4.5 cm). Figure 12 images have ramp angles 
9.50°, 9.65°, and 9.80° for (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Figure 13(c) shows Laser Sheet Mode data 
within which the transition to Unstart Condition occur. The shock location is apparent from the area of the 
image where the greatest deviation occurs as we move from top to bottom. Notice the similarity between 
this shock image pattern and the pattern observed in the air jet test shown in Figure 11. The vertical lines 
associated with the Laser Sheet Mode are the noise from the system and ways of mitigating these effects 
are discussed later in the report. All of the images have the flow direction going from left to right. 
Comparing the Schlieren images to results from the Beam Scanning and Laser Sheet Modes, both 
techniques show a significant movement of the reflected shock upstream when the ramp angle is 
increased, while the incident shock movement is very small. Operational constraints prevented use of the 
Schlieren system simultaneously with the line scan camera. Thus, the approximate location of the scan 
line in the Schlieren image was determined by marking where the laser scan passed through the wind 
tunnel window. This marked location was then visualized on the Schlieren image. The reflected shock in 
the Schlieren image, seen in Figure 12, is believed to correspond to the downstream detected shock in the 
Beam Scanning and Laser Sheet results. The reflected shock appears to be more pronounced with greater 
spatial variation, suggesting it is a stronger shock than the incident shock. Such a strong reflected shock is 
expected right before the boundary layer separation. Much of the fine detail is lost in the overexposed 
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images because of saturated pixels, especially at the location of the shocks. The incident shock location is 
more easily seen in the underexposed images. In the underexposed images, details are seen at the incident 
shock location which is split up into ‘a’ and an even smaller ‘b’ component. The split incident shock is 
seen in the Schlieren images of Figure 12 where the scan location intersects the incident shock. These 
shocks are actually made up of the incident shock and most likely a Mach wave coming off a defect or 
edge of the top wall. The Laser Sheet Mode tracked the reflected shock, but the somewhat weaker 
incident shock was only visible under closer inspection. Results suggest that the laser sheet light 
distribution should be more even to provide for a brighter image over the whole sheet. This is of 
particular concern when the reflected shock travels upstream in the darker areas as seen in Figure 12 in 
the Laser Sheet Mode for 9.80° ramp angle. This dark area became an issue only when the flow was 
turned on, as the reference image in Figure 11(a) showed a much brighter and uniform laser sheet. 
One limitation in the Beam Scanning Mode resulted from the motorized scanning mirror having a 
maximum oscillating frequency of approximately 635 Hz. For a beam traveling back and forth in one 
period, the maximum scan rate across the shocks for the Beam Scanning Mode would be twice the 
635 Hz mirror frequency, or approximately 1270 Hz scan rate. During testing, the beam scan rate ranged 
from 16 to 1270 Hz. Although the lower speed scans had more lines of data per scan to inspect the shock 
with, the high speed of the shock movement made it difficult to track the exact instantaneous location of 
the shock, thus the shock appeared to jump around. 
The transition to unstart occurred extremely fast and also unpredictably. As the exact ramp angle 
where unstart occurred was unknown and inconsistent, the ramp angle was simply increased until unstart 
occurred. To acquire data during the steady to unstart transition, the flow was prestarted with the ramp 
angle set at 0°, as seen in Figure 13(a). The angle was then slowly increased until a stable shock appeared 
in our area of inspection. Data collection was then begun and the ramp angle was then increased until an 
unstart transition occurred. Figure 13(c) suggests that even the 65 kHz Laser Sheet Mode could not easily 
follow the rapid transition to unstart, although a lower signal to noise ratio is also a contributing factor. 
The Beam Scanning Mode, even though it was a slower scan speed than the continuous Laser Sheet 
Mode, could track the shock reasonably well when scanning direction was in the same direction as the 
shock movement. This means that the right to left scanning of the laser had the chance to follow the shock 
as it transitioned from steady (right) to unstart (left and beyond) state, as seen in Figure 13(d). Observing 
the flow after unstart occurs, such as in Figure 13(c), it is apparent that the new flow conditions shift and 
change the visualized laser sheet. Such a change in the laser sheet must be taken into account during 
image analysis of the flow. The distortion of the laser sheet in the unstart condition was also different 
from laser sheet in the flow off condition. 
Data Processing and Analysis 
Custom software allowed for data processing and analysis of the test results which provided for an 
automated and consistent way to determine the shock locations. The shock locations are identified by 
determining where the laser beam deviates from its usual path. Three data processing methods are used in 
this report. They are referred to as Reference Standard Deviation Processing, Flow Standard Deviation 
Processing, and Laser Sheet Subtraction Processing. These three data processing methods all utilize the 
“X” subarray analysis described later in this section.  
The Reference Standard Deviation Processing, used exclusively in Beam Scanning Mode, involves 
comparing the images saved in testing with a shock present, to the reference image with no shock present. 
Images with the shock present are compared to the reference image by taking the standard deviation at 
each pixel location.  
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N = 2 is the number of images compared. 
x is the pixel intensity. 
x  is the average pixel intensity at that particular location across all images.  
i is the image index. 
 
The Flow Standard Deviation Processing, also exclusively used in Beam Scanning Mode, extends the 
standard deviation calculation in Equation (1) taking the standard deviation across N = 500 images with 
the shocks present instead of just the reference image. The pixel values in these results indicate variability 
in pixel values across many images. The assumption is that high variability indicates the presence of a 
shock boundary. 
The comparison between the Reference Standard Deviation Processing and Flow Standard Deviation 
Processing methods was done to determine whether the faster Reference Standard Deviation Processing 
method is comparable to the much slower Flow Standard Deviation Processing method. Although faster, 
the Reference Standard Deviation Processing method is not always possible. This is because a reference 
image is defined as an image without the presence of a shock in the flow, yet removing the shock can 
change the flow dynamics resulting in a reference image that doesn’t relate to the flow with the shock 
present. This is the main reason a reference image was not used for Laser Sheet processing.  
The Laser Sheet Subtraction Processing, used exclusively in Laser Sheet Mode, takes the absolute 
value of two consecutive flow images subtracted pixel by pixel.  
The Reference Standard Deviation Processing, Flow Standard Deviation Processing, and Laser Sheet 
Subtraction Processing all result in an image where the pixel values are an indicator of pixel variability. 
Assuming that high variability indicates the presence of a shock, this “variability image” is scanned line 
by line using a subarray in the shape of an “X” to determine if all the pixels in the “X” area are greater 
than a certain threshold. The threshold used was equal to 3 standard deviations from the mean pixel 
intensity of the whole “variability image”. The “X” subarray used in the Reference Standard Deviation 
and Flow Standard Deviation Processing is 21 pixels in size made up of a 3 by 3 pixel center, with four  
3-pixel arms extending from the corners, as in Figure 14(a). The Laser Sheet Subtraction Processing used 
a smaller “X,” seen in Figure 14(b). The 9 by 9 pixel and 4 by 4 pixel shapes scale inside the wind tunnel 
to 0.08- by 0.08-cm and 0.035- by 0.035-cm, respectively. The “X” subarray shape was chosen to utilize a 
shape larger than one pixel that would pick up significant spatial variation in pixel amplitude. The shape 
was large enough to ignore the smaller spatial variations that might be erroneously interpreted as a shock, 
but small enough to pick up the variations caused by the shock.  
Red and green colors were used in the “X” subarray analysis as an aid for visualizing the shock 
location estimate. When the scanning “X” subarray contains pixels all of whose intensity is greater than 3 
standard deviations from the “variability image” mean pixel intensity, then the center of the “X” subarray 
of pixels is marked with a green line which extends along the entire image column. A group of green lines 
together is assumed to be a shock location in the processed image. A red line was used to mark the center 
of a group of green lines. This red line was used as the calculated shock center in the results section.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 14.—“X” subarray used in the determination of the 
shock location for (a) Beam Scanning Mode and (b) Laser 
Sheet Mode.  
 
 
(a) (b) 
9 by 9 
Pixels 
4 by 4 
Pixels 
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Figure 15.—Beam Scanning Mode image processing and shock location analysis for cases: (a) Reference 
image without flow present. (b) Image with the flow present and 9.65° ramp angle. (c) “Variability image” 
for Reference Standard Deviation Processing of the two previous images. (d) Zoomed in image of (c) 
demonstrating the “X” subarray analysis to determine the location of the shock, “X” subarray quantity and 
spacing not to scale. Green “X” subrarrays signify location of shock, red “X” subarrays do not. (e) Same as 
(c) but shows the shock location as determined by “X” subarray analysis shown in green with shock center 
locations approximately designated with a red line at 0.74, 1.21, and 3.08 cm, out of 4.5 cm scan width. 
 
 
An example of the Reference Standard Deviation Processing is shown in Figure 15. The reference 
image is Figure 15(a). The flow image with ramp angle at 9.65° is shown in Figure 15(b). The pixel-by-
pixel standard deviation using Figure 15(a) and 15(b) results in Figure 15(c), the “variability image,” with 
the standard deviation scaled from dark to bright for display purposes, where bright indicates high 
variability. Figure 15(d) zooms into the location assumed to be the reflected shock location to show how 
the “X” subarrays are scanned across the image to determine the shock location. Although spacing 
between each “X” subarray is shown, actual analysis has a “X” subarray for every pixel, excluding the 
“X” subarrays that overlap the image edge. Figure 15(e) highlights the shock locations with green and 
paints the centers of the shock locations with a red line from left to right at 0.74, 1.21, and 3.08 cm, out of 
4.5 cm scan width.  
An example of the Flow Standard Deviation Processing is shown in Figure 16. Figure 16(a) is a 
“variability image” where each pixel represents the pixel-by-pixel standard deviation across 500 images 
and should be compared to Figure 15(c). The “X” subarray analysis of Figure 16(b) resulted in an image 
similar to Figure 15(e).  
An example of the Laser Sheet Subtraction Processing is shown in Figure 17. The green area 
represents the shock location determined by “X” subarray analysis. Because the green area has separated 
areas, the average of the maximum and minimum, or the middle value, was calculated as the shock 
location for each image. 
When comparing the reference and flow images in both the Beam Scanning and Laser Sheet Modes, 
the measurement noise generated in the wind tunnel shifted the flow image so that the reference image 
did not exactly map onto the scanned flow, even when a shock was not present. This explains the slight 
brightness in the standard deviation processing outside the two shock locations, such as in Figure 15(c), 
when it would be expected that the standard deviation would be 0 (a dark pixel).  
Reference 
Image 
Flow 
Image 
Reference Standard 
Deviation Processing 
Processed 
Image 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Time 
Axis 
X 
Beam Scanning Mode 
cm 
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Figure 16.—(a) Beam Scanning Mode image processing and shock location 
analysis “variability image” for the Flow Standard Deviation Processing for 500 
images. Flow present with 9.65° ramp angle. (b) “X” subarray analysis shown 
in green with shock center locations approximately designated with red line at 
0.83, 1.36, and 3.19 cm, out of 4.5 cm scan width. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17.—“Variability image” for Laser Sheet Subtraction 
Processing and “X” subarray analysis for image with flow 
present and 9.65° ramp angle.  
 
 
The data processed with the three ramp angles of 9.5°, 9.65°, and 9.8° are shown in the Table II to 
Table IV. The table values are the shock center locations as shown by the red line. Table II and Table III 
include results from the Beam Scanning Mode analysis at 126 Hz. In Table II the shock center location is 
estimated by averaging across multiple images using the Reference Standard Deviation Processing and 
“X” subarray analysis. In Table III the shock center location is estimated by Flow Standard Deviation 
Processing and “X” subarray analysis. In Table IV, shock center location is determined by Laser Sheet 
Subtraction Processing and “X” subarray analysis. Locations in all tables are given in centimeters out of a 
4.5 cm scan width.  
 
TABLE II.—ESTIMATED SHOCK LOCATIONS (cm) FOR DIFFERING  
RAMP ANGLES DETERMINED BY BEAM SCANNING MODE  
[The location values are determined by averaging the results from Reference Standard 
Deviation Processing and Crosshair Analysis from several relatively stable flow 
images as determined by the experimenter at the designated ramp angle.] 
Average Reference Standard Deviation Processing Results 
Ramp angle 9.5° 9.65° 9.8° 
Incident shock a 0.78 0.75 0.69 
Incident shock b 1.24 1.22 1.21 
Reflected shock 3.51 3.18 2.74 
(a) (b) Time Axis 
X 
Time 
Axis 
Beam Scanning Mode 
Flow Standard 
Deviation Processing 
Laser Sheet Mode 
cm 
cm 
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TABLE III.—ESTIMATED SHOCK LOCATIONS (cm) FOR DIFFERING  
RAMP ANGLES DETERMINED BY BEAM SCANNING MODE 
[The location values are determined by averaging the results from Flow  
Standard Deviation Processing for 500 images and Crosshair Analysis.] 
Average Flow Standard Deviation Processing Results 
Ramp angle 9.5° 9.65° 9.8° 
Incident shock a 0.84 0.83 0.78 
Incident shock b 1.38 1.36 1.36 
Reflected shock 3.52 3.19 2.79 
 
 
TABLE IV.—ESTIMATED SHOCK LOCATIONS (cm) FOR DIFFERING  
RAMP ANGLES DETERMINED BY LASER SHEET MODE 
[The location values are determined by averaging the results from Laser Sheet 
Subtraction Processing and Crosshair Analysis from several relatively stable 
flow images as determined by the experimenter at the designated ramp angle.] 
Average Laser Sheet Subtraction Results 
Ramp angle 9.5° 9.65° 9.8° 
Reflected shock 3.35 3.21 2.88 
 
 
The results of the Reference Standard Deviation and Flow Standard Deviation Processing were in 
general agreement, as seen in Table II and Table III, but they had subtle differences. Due to the large 
number of images in the Flow Standard Deviation calculation, the resulting shock locations appear wider 
or more blurred in the variability image than they do in the reference standard deviation method. This is 
because the 500 images represent data across a greater time frame than the instantaneous reference 
standard deviation. As one might expect, the Flow Standard Deviation Processing resulted in a more 
consistent shock location, although such an analysis of a large number of images requires more 
computing power than the simple two image Reference Standard Deviation processing. 
The results of the Laser Sheet Mode image processing shown in Table IV also correlated with results in 
Table II and Table III for the reflected shock only. Although the incident shock was observable during 
Laser Sheet Mode testing, the Laser Sheet Subtraction Processing and “X” subarray analysis could not 
detect the shock location because of the low signal to noise ratio at that particular shock location. A more 
consistently illuminated laser sheet and/or having a stronger shock would correct for this issue. 
Conclusions  
While a one-dimensional scanning approach to shock sensing has been shown to have the capability 
to detect the presence of a shock, there are some issues that must be addressed if the technique is to be 
useful as a stand-alone real-time shock measurement system.  
One such issue is the difficulty in conclusively determining shock location. Comparing the results to 
Schlieren, two laser visualization techniques were investigated: Beam Scanning Mode, and Laser Sheet 
Mode. The Beam Scanning Mode demonstrated a laser beam shape transformation as the laser beam was 
passed through the shock. The Laser Sheet Mode demonstrated a high speed method capable of 
continuously scanning the flow. Results from these two techniques correlated well with the Schlieren 
results as well as with expected shock structure. Without the two-dimensional Schlieren images, it would 
be difficult to conclusively determine the shock location because of the one-dimensional nature of the 
approach. Another issue is noise. Noise and shocks have similar effects on the laser profile, so 
distinguishing between the two is often difficult. To fully explore the potential for the Beam Scanning 
Mode to determine shock properties such as strength and thickness, the technique must be able to see 
beam spreading, formation of tails and secondary fringes. In order to do so, the line camera must be 
oriented perpendicular to the projected shock line as seen, for example, in a Schlieren image. In this work 
the image line was fixed parallel to the flow direction and could not be adjusted perpendicular to the 
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projected shock line. Even if these issues were adequately addressed other issues such as complexity of 
the three-dimensional flow, and limitations on the angle and speed of the scanning hardware make 
determination of shock strength and thickness extremely unlikely. Image processing software was 
developed and succeeded in estimating the location of the shock, however, further development is 
necessary to meet fast real time processing requirements for in-flight instrumentation. Once these issues 
are resolved, the low weight and small size of components involved could lead to useful airborne 
applications for shock sensing inside ducts or tunnels where no optical access for Schlieren is possible.  
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